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About Deloitte’s Global Defense Outlook
This report examines policies, practices
and trends affecting the defense budgets
and strategies of 50 nations whose
combined defense budgets total over
95 percent of projected global defense
spending in 2020 (the “Top 50”). Although
its defense spending and global profile
is clearly substantial, North Korea is
not included in this analysis because
reliable public information on North
Korea's defense budgets and policies is
not available at the same level of detail
as the other Top 50. Publicly-available
information, commercially-sourced data,
interviews with officials in government and
industry, and analyses by Deloitte’s global
network of defense-oriented professionals
are applied to develop the insights
presented in the Global Defense Outlook.
This is an independently-written report and
the data and conclusions herein have not

been submitted for review or approval by
any government organization, corporation
or other institution.
To simplify presentation and illuminate
patterns in the economic data, Deloitte
categorizes each of the Top 50 nations
according to projected economic growth
and projected growth in the national
defense budget. Economic growth
is defined as 2016 – 2020 projected
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measured
at purchasing power parity. Growth in the
national defense budget is defined as 2016
– 2020 projected CAGR in the total national
defense budget (all military services
and defense-wide agencies) measured
at purchasing power parity. These two
projections illuminate distinct economic
and defense budget profiles among the Top
50. The profiles are:

Higher-Growth Spenders: These
fourteen nations project annual economic
growth at 5 - 10 percent during 2016 –
2020, and project annual defense budget
growth of 3 - 7 percent. The Higher-Growth
Spenders are Algeria, Angola, Australia,
China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel,
Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines,
Poland, and Vietnam.

in the range of 3 - 4.5 percent and project
annual defense budget growth of 0 - 2.75
percent. The Lower Growth Balancers
are Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland.

Higher-Growth Balancers: These nine
nations project annual economic growth
at 4.5 - 6.5 percent and project annual
defense budget growth of 0 - 2.75 percent.
The Higher-Growth Balancers are Iran,
Mexico, Qatar, Singapore, South Korea,
Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and United Arab
Emirates.
Lower-Growth Balancers: These ten
nations project annual economic growth
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Economizers: Thirteen nations project 0 to
- 3 percent annual defense budget growth,
with overall economic growth rates from
2 - 7 percent annually. The Economizers
are Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Japan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway,
Oman, Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom, and
United States.
Outliers: Four of the Top 50 nations
project significant reductions in defense
budgets (less than -3 percent annual
growth). The Outliers are Colombia, Iraq,
Libya, and Russia.
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Moderating
defense postures…

• Defense Posture Index (DPI) down from 100

to 98 globally from 2011-

GLOBAL DEFENSE OUTLOOK OVERVIEW

Defense Posture Index By Country 2016 Global Average = 98

2016.
Global Highest Posture (≥120)

• Since 2011 only seven nations in the Top 50 raised their defense posture.

Global Lowest Posture (≤80)
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All are in Africa, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East.

US

defense in 20201, or seven percent of the total Top 50 spenders.

Pakistan

lowered their defense postures. These 42 nations are expected to spend
over $1,400B on defense in 2020.
•

0

1 US Armored Brigade in
Poland.
The US increased its
presence in Eastern
Europe by

Naval budgets are projected to
grow by more than

60 percent

above their 2011 levels
by 2020 due to naval construction
programs.
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43% increase in average
global vulnerability to cyberattack

attacks and fatalities from
2005-2014 occurred in Africa, the
Middle East and South Asia.

2010-14.

836 percent increase in

terrorist attacks in Sub-Saharan
Africa (2005-07 vs. 2012-14).

9 Nuclear powers

5 Key Nuclear Security agreements

144 Persistent terrorist groups

30 new Chinese submarines
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Western Military District.
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• In contrast, 42 nations including China, Russia and the US maintained or
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Defense Posture Index

• These seven growing DPI nations are expected to spend a total of $116B on

…but increasing
global tensions on
Five Fault Lines
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“Cyber Top 10” are
6x more vulnerable to
cyberattack than the ten least
vulnerable Top 50 countries.

doubled compared to

2005-07.
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Chart 1: Defense Posture Index Elements3
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Implications for Defense Policymakers

The seven Defense Posture Index
elements are:
Defense Share of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP): This element describes
how heavily the national economy relies
on defense spending.
Defense Share of Labor Force: This

Five Emerging Fault Lines
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Most Nations Are Moderating
Defense Postures
National defense posture develops
through a continuous and complex set
of policy choices, based on perceptions
of national interests and objectives,
security threats, military-technical
capabilities, economic priorities and
other political factors. The outcome of
this continuous evolution can be seen
in seven elements of national defense
posture, compiled here through a
Defense Posture Index (DPI)2 . The
DPI includes economic, military, and
operational elements which, taken
together, convey the overall national
level of commitment to defense.

and embodies a fundamental defense
posture decision. This element reflects
the total number of nuclear warheads
currently counted in the arsenals of
declared nuclear powers.
Armed Conflict: This element counts
the number of external conflicts
involving a nation’s armed forces during
the most recent and four preceding
years. States with relatively high levels of
external engagement are considered to
have a higher defense posture.
Battle-Related Deaths: This element
captures the intensity of external
conflicts (if any) during the most recent
and four trailing years.
Arms Exports: This element tracks the
value of each nation’s arms exports. The
decision to export military equipment
reflects a key aspect of national economic
policy and military-technical skill, as well
as the maturity and scale of the defense
industry.

Defense Posture Index

Rapid, sustained economic growth
combined with broad-based declines
in global levels of military operations
continues to transform the global
defense environment. Over the next
five years, economic forces appear
likely to continue moderating global
defense postures, and to narrow the
capability gaps between armed forces
worldwide. Economic forces are also
creating significant new tensions among
military powers, raising the prospect of
new conflicts even as military postures
continue to moderate worldwide.
These new tensions have produced
five emerging “fault lines” identified
in this report as Russia/NATO, China/
Asia-Pacific States, Terrorists/Organized
States, Mature/Emerging Nuclear
Powers and Information Economies/
Emerging Economies. Along each
fault line, advancing technology and
inadequate international management
frameworks are increasing the potential
for future conflicts.

element describes how dependent
the domestic labor force is on defense
spending and programs. Highlyadvanced and diversified economies
(e.g., United States) are generally less
dependent, while emerging economies
(e.g., India) rely on defense spending to
boost economic development and job
creation.
Defense Share of Gross Government
Expenditures: As economies develop,
citizens typically demand new services,
limiting the share of government
expenditures available for defense
programs. A high defense share of gross
government expenditures signals a
relatively heavy commitment to national
defense at the expense of other
priorities.
Total Number of Nuclear Warheads:
The decision to acquire and maintain
nuclear weapons is consequential in
economic, military and political terms,

Global Defense Outlook

Defense Posture Index:
Economic Development
Drives Defense Postures
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Chart 2: Defense Posture Index: China, Russia, NATO, United States4
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Chart 4: Change In Defense Posture Index7
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Chart 3: Defense Posture Index By Country5
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Israel

Denmark

18

Five Emerging Fault Lines

8

Sweden

164

Iraq

National decisions about these seven
elements reflect overall levels of
commitment to national defense.
When these elements are combined
to form the Defense Posture Index,
national approaches taken among
the Top 50 defense spenders can be
contrasted. Since 2011, the global
average Defense Posture Index declined
from 100 to 98, reflecting a broad-based
but shallow decline in the reliance of
national economies on defense-related
production as well as declining military
operating tempos. Of the ten countries
with the highest Defense Posture Index
scores (above 120), Russia, Israel and
the United States are tied with the
highest score. Six of the top ten are also
nuclear powers. Of the eight countries
with the lowest Index values (below 80),
Japan and Mexico maintain the lowest
defense posture index score and three
other countries are non-U.S. members
of NATO. In fact, the combined average
Index score of non-U.S. NATO members
(85) is 95 index points below the U.S.
score (180) and 23 index points below
the global average.
China’s 2014 Index score of 108 is above
the global Top 50 average, but well
below the Index scores of India (156),
Russia (180), and the United States (180).

Global Lowest Posture(≤71)

Pakistan
India

As economic growth and development
continue worldwide, the global economy
is becoming less reliant on defense
spending. Higher-income nations
including the United States and most
European states are reducing the growth
of defense budgets to accommodate
domestic economic priorities, and lowerincome nations are generally increasing
defense spending to accelerate national
economic development while further
enhancing defense capabilities.
While U.S. defense budget leadership
remains unchallenged, flat or declining
budgets in the United States and other
higher-income countries contrast sharply
with projected defense budget growth in
Asia-Pacific.

Defense Posture Index

Defense Budgets Lag Economic
Growth as Developed Nations
Economize on Defense
The combined annual defense budget

Engaged in Armed Conflict

of the 50 largest defense spenders is
projected to remain flat at about $1.6
trillion through 20208 . Although the total
global defense budget is flat, budget
changes are not uniform worldwide.
In fact, 12 of the Top 50 nations are
projected to reduce annual defense
budgets by a total of $44B, paced by
the projected U.S. reduction of $38B
(2020 vs. 2016). Sixteen of the Top 50
will increase defense budgets by more
than $1B annually, adding $91B to the
total global defense budget. China, India,
South Korea, and Australia – all AsiaPacific states -- plan the largest defense
budget increases, accounting for $70B
or 80 percent of the total global increase
through 20209.

Global Defense Outlook

$1,400B for defense in 2020. In fact, 92
percent of the global defense budget is
owned by nations which have moderated
their defense postures in recent years.
Why do global tensions appear to be
increasing, even as most nations are
moderating their defense postures?
Rapid economic growth in Asia-Pacific,
and slower growth in the more
developed Western economies, are
creating shifts in defense resources and
contributing to the emergence of new
global fault lines.

Higher Defense Posture
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Four Outliers (Colombia, Iraq, Libya
and Russia) project defense budget
reductions greater than three percent
annually through 2020. These four
countries account for $63B or about
four percent of total 2020 global
defense budgets, with Russia ($48B)
reflecting most of this total. Sharp
declines in the Russian defense
budget follow completion of a multiyear recapitalization, and reductions
in national economic growth, and
government revenue reductions following
imposition of international economic
sanctions11. Despite declining budgets,
Russia is facing increasing tension with
NATO along its western border.
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Nineteen countries accounting for 18
percent of the 2020 global defense
budget are Balancers. This group will
increase defense budgets by less than
two percent annually through 2020,
producing a total budget increase of
$18B over the period. The Balancers

Ten Lower-Growth Balancers (Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Italy, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, and
Switzerland) include ten percent of 2020
global defense budgets, with France,
Germany, Italy and Spain accounting
for 83 percent of the combined 2020
budget of this group. All but one of the
Lower-Growth Balancers are in Europe.
These nations plan to increase annual
budgets by an average of $600M by 2020,
accounting for about ten percent of the
Top 50 total budget increase.

Higher-Growth
Spenders
GDP: 5-10%
Defense: 3-7%

Five Emerging Fault Lines

In contrast, the 13 Economizers
(Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Japan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway,
Oman, Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom,
and United States) include 51 percent of
the projected total 2020 global defense
budget, but present a total net budget
reduction of $36B in 2020 compared
to 2016 budgets. The United States
maintains the largest defense budget
in this group, with 37 percent of the
2020 total global defense budget. Five
Economizers are NATO members, and
only two (Malaysia and Japan) are AsiaPacific nations.

Nine Higher-Growth Balancers include
the big-budget defense ministries of
South Korea, United Arab Emirates,
Taiwan, Singapore, and Turkey. Six of the
nine higher-growth balancers (Taiwan,
Qatar, Iran, Thailand, Mexico and Turkey)
plan to increase their annual defense
budgets by less than $1B in 2020,
compared with 2016. Eight of the nine
Higher-Growth Balancers are in Asia or
the Middle East; none are in Europe.

Chart 5: Defense Budget Approaches10

Defense Posture Index

Higher-Growth Spenders This set of
14 countries (Algeria, Angola, Australia,
China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel,
Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines,
Poland, and Vietnam) projects the most
aggressive growth in defense budgets
through 2020, with defense budget
annual growth rate of 3 – 7 percent. But
the Spenders are well-positioned to fund
this growth, as they are projected to grow
GDP twice as fast as defense budgets.
The Spenders include 27 percent of the
2020 global defense budget. Only one of
the Higher-Growth Spenders is in Europe.

include both Higher- and Lower-Growth
Balancers, and are projected to grow
their economies at a compound annual
rate of 3 - 6.5 percent. Because economic
growth rates exceed the defense budget
growth rates, it appears likely that
the Balancers attach lower priority to
defense spending than to other national
priorities. Defense budget growth rates
below long-term economic growth rates
also mean that the Balancers can sustain
the planned defense budget levels
indefinitely.

Global Defense Outlook

Strategic Profiles: Spenders,
Balancers and Economizers
Four distinct defense budgeting
approaches are being applied as the
Top 50 governments balance defense
against other national priorities. All
four approaches are currently based on
growing defense budgets at a slower
rate than gross domestic product (GDP),
indicating that the current defense
budget levels can be sustained, and that
governments are choosing to prioritize
other national economic interests above
defense budget growth. Governments
applying these four approaches can be
described as “Spenders”, “Balancers”
(Higher-Growth and Lower-Growth), and
“Economizers”.

Global Defense Outlook 2016 | Shifting Postures and Emerging Fault Lines

2016-20 GDP CAGR at PPP

Mouse over circles below for alternati ve views
Higher-Growth Spenders

Economizers

Higher-Growth Balancers

Lower-Growth Balancers
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Chart 6: Global Maritime Shipping Container Volumes28
Global Maritime Shipping Container Volumes by Source
Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units (TEU)
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of U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear
forces. New START provides for data
exchanges, notifications, and on-site
inspections—all of which have continued
in spite of the recent deterioration in
relations. The United States, Russia, and
NATO remain nominally committed to
other agreements which could provide
a basis for risk reduction, including the
Vienna Document and the Open Skies
Treaty25. The emerging conventional
forces fault line, based on escalating and
unregulated force levels, is a marked
contrast to the cooperative behavior
between NATO and Russia in other
defense policy domains.
The China/Pacific States Fault Line:
Maritime Confrontation in the South
China Sea
The primary maritime fault line facing
global defense authorities is the fissure
between China and the Pacific Rim states
over access and operations in the South
China Sea. This deepening fault line

has its roots in the growing importance
of maritime commerce to all AsiaPacific economies, combined with the
absence of international laws, treaties
or institutions equipped to manage
conflicting national economic interests.
Naval practices (e.g. freedom of
navigation exercises) which bring
contending forces into close proximity,
combined with new Chinese bases
on artificially enlarged islands may
further deepen this fault line. Director
of U.S. National Intelligence James
Clapper claimed that China can project
“substantial offensive military power”
from its newly-established artificial
islands26. For its part, the United States
has sent a series of U.S. Navy patrols
near the disputed islands, claiming these
are “freedom of navigation” exercises
that “challenge maritime claims that
would unlawfully restrict rights and
freedoms provided in international law”27.
The risk of conflict appears high in this
contested area.
13

Implications for Defense Policymakers
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military infrastructure including test
sites, equipment depots and barracks in
western Russia19.
However, as Russia and NATO continue
to expand military capabilities along
Russia’s western border, the mechanisms
for limiting arms buildups and
managing potential confrontations have
deteriorated. In 2015, Russia decided to
“completely” end its reporting and other
diplomatic activities under the Treaty on
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe
(CFE), after first halting participation
in 200720. Russia’s Permanent
Representative to NATO Alexander
Grushko characterized the treaty
as having “no links with reality”, and
described the arms control environment
in Europe as “practically non-existent”21.
Following a close confrontation between
a U.S. Navy destroyer operating near
Poland and Russian military aircraft,
NATO’s Secretary General acknowledged
that improved coordination measures
are necessary to avoid accidental
conflict, and called for a re-examination
of the Vienna Document22. This 2011
agreement23 includes politically binding
confidence and security-building
measures (CSBMs) designed to increase
openness and transparency concerning
military activities conducted inside the
territory, surrounding sea areas, and air
space of all European (Russia from the
western border to the Ural Mountains)
and Central Asian participating States.
The Vienna Document calls for a variety
of information exchanges, on-site
inspections, and other military-tomilitary contacts.
While conventional forces move into
closer proximity, unconstrained by
arms control measures, other U.S./
NATO/Russia agreements remain wellestablished. For example, the U.S./Russia
New START Treaty24 caps the number

Five Emerging Fault Lines

The Russia/NATO Fault Line:
Conventional Forces Confrontation
in Eastern Europe
During the Cold War, tensions between
NATO and the Soviet Union were
buffered by the geographical separation
and routine interaction provided by the
Warsaw Pact. Following the collapse of
the Soviet Union and dissolution of the
Warsaw Pact, NATO began to expand
eastward, and now includes every former
Warsaw Pact nation as well as the Baltic
states of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.
The combination of close proximity,
expanding military forces deployed
near the Russia/NATO borders, and
loss of previous arms control and crisis
management capabilities, have created a
new fault line in Europe posing increasing
risks of accidental conflict.
The United States has signaled that it
will deploy armored forces in Poland,
bringing U.S. and Russian troops
into closer proximity. NATO Supreme
Commander U.S. General Breedlove
described the United States and NATO’s
European Reassurance Initiative (ERI)
as a return to a posture of deterrence

against Russia, contrasting the ERI with
NATO’s previous policy of “partnership
toward Russia”, under which the alliance
downsized its forces, headquarters
and capabilities12. The U.S. Defense
Department proposed budget for ERI
is $3.4 billion for FY17 – more than
quadrupling the $789 million requested
in FY16 – providing funds to increase the
amount of prepositioned equipment sets
in Europe as well as the number of U.S.
forces, including Reserve forces, rotating
through Europe. This increase supports
the persistent rotational presence of an
armored brigade combat team resulting
in a full-time presence of three U.S.
armored brigade combat teams. ERI
spending supports forward-stationing
equipment for an additional armored
brigade combat team and division
headquarters, an additional F-15 fighter
squadron based in Europe and other
measures13.
Deployment of U.S. missile defense
systems began in Romania and Poland
in 2013, against strong objections from
the Russian government14. Aligning
with the U.S. announcement, Poland
projects that its annual defense budget
will increase by over $2 billion by 202015.
The Baltic countries will increase their
annual defense budgets by more than
40 percent, to roughly $2B in total, by
202016.
Russia has also built up forces along
its western border. Three “westernoriented” army divisions are to be
deployed in Russia’s Western Military
District in 2016, continuing a redeployment that has included some 30
units17. Russian Army and Navy units
are being modernized and deployed in
the southwestern Black Sea region as a
counterpoise to NATO deployments18.
The Russian Defense Minister indicated
that Russia intends to expand permanent

Defense Posture Index

As defense budgets flatten, and as
the emerging economies accelerate
development of defense capabilities,
tensions appear to be rising along five
global fault lines. In each case, the fault
line runs between higher-income nations
and lower-income nations or nonstate actors. The fault lines pose risks
because existing international structures
appear ill-suited to manage these
risks, and because improving military
technology may increase the potential
for inadvertent or unintentionally costly
conflict. Even as global defense postures
continue to moderate, the potential
for conflict along the global fault lines
appears substantial.

Global Defense Outlook

Five Emerging
Fault Lines
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Table 1: Status of Countries on South China Sea-Related Mechanisms54

contested China’s claims in The Hague in
November 2015, claiming China’s actions
are illegal. While the court’s findings
are binding for UNCLOS members,
China declined to participate. Its foreign
ministry spokesman said, “Our position is
clear; we will not participate to or accept
the arbitration”48. For its part, Taiwan has
contested the Philippines claim, disputing
the Philippines contention that the
Spratlys are not legally islands49.
Other regional nations have looked
to the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) for resolution. ASEAN
has said it is “seriously concerned”
about the disputed islands50, but is not
well-positioned to resolve tensions
because China, Japan and the United
States are not members. As early as
2011, ASEAN tried to resolve the status
of the islands at its conference, but to
no avail51. A novel attempt by four of
the ASEAN claimants – Brunei, Malaysia,
the Philippines, and Vietnam – to settle
their own positions also produced
no resolution52. A joint conference
with China in November 2015 failed to
produce a joint ceremonial statement
over language regarding the disputes53.
The combination of vital economic
interests, increasingly powerful naval
forces operating in close proximity, and
weak international legal and institutional
mechanisms points toward deepening
tensions along this maritime fault line.

UNCLOS

ASEAN

2002 ASEAN Declaration

Australia

YES

NO

NO

Brunei

YES

YES

YES

China

YES

NO

YES

Japan

YES

NO
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Malaysia

YES

YES

YES

Philippines

YES

YES

YES

Taiwan

NO

NO

NO

United States

NO

NO

NO

Vietnam

YES

YES

YES
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Regional Navies Adjust to Expanding
Commerce, and To China’s Emerging
Capability
With a view toward their own reliance
on maritime commerce, as well as
toward China’s growing naval resources,
Asia-Pacific defense ministries are
undertaking substantial programs
to expand their fleets – especially
submarine fleets.
Naval budgets are projected to grow by
more than 60 percent above their 2011
levels by 2020, as naval construction
programs drive higher spending36. Most
countries in Asia-Pacific have announced
new or expanded submarine programs.
Australia will undertake its first new
submarine construction in twelve years,
replacing the existing Collins-class fleet

development of new torpedoes and
unmanned undersea vehicles (UUV),
and increased procurement of maritime
surveillance and patrol aircraft. Nearly
$42B is budgeted for these naval
spending programs45.
But these increasingly-capable navies
are operating in close proximity, in a
region where available international law
and crisis management mechanisms
appear ill-suited to containing potential
confrontations. The limitations of these
laws and mechanisms are apparent in
the ongoing confrontation between
China and its Asia-Pacific neighbors over
the Spratly Islands.
The current confrontation appears
rooted in the failure of the 1951
San Francisco Treaty to stipulate
possession of the Spratly islands after
the conclusion of the Second World
War46. With six nations laying claim to
the Spratly Islands (Brunei, Malaysia,
China, Philippines, Vietnam, and Taiwan),
the dispute might be placed in the
realm of international law and resolved
by applicable adjudicatory bodies. But
there is no treaty that all members with
claims (or interests) implicated have
shared membership (Table 1).
Some claims have sought resolution
from the UN through the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea47
(UNCLOS). However, the United States
has not ratified UNCLOS. Philippines
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Maritime Commerce Drives AsiaPacific Naval Buildup
China’s position as the region’s largest
economy, and its reliance on access to
ocean routes for international trade
have led to substantial changes in
Chinese defense policy. These changes,
in turn, are generating policy responses
from other Asia-Pacific governments,
leading to a significant buildup of naval
capabilities in the region.
China undertook a broad revision of its
defense strategy in 201532, citing for the
first time a commitment by the PLA Navy
(PLAN) to gradually shift its focus toward
open-sea operations, including strategic

with a new boat to be designed with
international participation37. Taiwan
announced its intention to design and
build a fleet of new submarines to
replace existing 70-year-old boats38.
The Indonesian Navy has announced
plans to procure two new submarines
from Russia as it seeks to bolster its
limited submarine force. Current plans
are for Indonesia to acquire 12 dieselelectric submarines by 202439. Japan
is continuing with construction of its
advanced Soryu-class submarine fleet
by adding to the six boats already in
service40. South Korea added a sixth
conventional submarine to its fleet in
2015, and announced the formation of
an integrated submarine fleet command
structure41. Pakistan announced in
late 2015 a deal to acquire eight new
attack submarines from China42, and
India announced plans to design and
build a new class of nuclear-powered
attack submarines, with an initial
commitment for six boats43. The Indian
submarine program complements
a substantial naval buildup, as India
currently has some 48 new vessels under
construction44.
The U.S. Navy plans a substantial
expansion of undersea warfare
capabilities, even as the U.S. defense
budget declines. Recently-announced
plans include acquisition of nine new
Virginia-class attack submarines,
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But this increased trade is moving
through narrow sea lanes, posing
risks for countries dependent on free
movement of commercial goods over
the world’s oceans. Each year, about 30
percent of world trade passes through
the Strait of Malacca and approximately
20 percent of worldwide oil exports pass
through the Strait of Hormuz30. Tanker
traffic through the Strait of Malacca
leading to the South China Sea is over
three times greater than traffic through
the Suez Canal31, and over five times
greater than traffic through the Panama
Canal. China and all Asia-Pacific nations
have substantial economic interests in
maintaining access to the key commercial
routes through the Western Pacific,
South China Sea, East China Sea and
Indian Ocean.

deterrence and counterattack, maritime
maneuvers, and joint operations at sea,
and comprehensive defense support.
This shift toward open-sea operations
can be seen in at least four maritime
practices undertaken by China –
territorial claims to provide a basis for
securing sea lines of communication,
new overseas bases to enhance
support for open-sea operations,
continued development of carrier-based
aviation and an extensive submarine
construction program.
China’s new strategy includes expansion
of carrier-based aviation, as the PLA Navy
announced the design and construction
of a second aircraft carrier intended to
enhance China’s ability to “safeguard
sovereignty over territorial seas and
over maritime rights and interests”33.
The Chinese naval construction program
is also believed to include over 30 new
diesel-electric attack submarines – or
about one-third of all conventional
submarine deliveries planned worldwide
over the next ten years34.
China’s territorial claims to Taiwan
(Republic of China or ROC) and ROCcontrolled islands, islands in the South
China Sea (Paracels and Spratly Islands),
and the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands claimed
by Japan have not changed substantially
since the 1970s35, but have gained
importance as China has undertaken
construction and reclamation efforts to
support future bases.
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Economic Development Drives
Increased Maritime Commerce
As the Asia-Pacific economies have
developed their manufacturing and
export capabilities, and as demand
increases with economic development,
ocean shipments of goods have become
increasingly important to sustained
growth and development (See Chart 6).
Container shipment volumes increased
by over 188 percent between 2001
and 201329. More than half the world’s
total container shipment volume now
originates in the Asia-Pacific region, with
27 percent from China alone. China’s
share of the global total has increased
sharply since 2001 and appears likely to
rise further.
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As the number of persistent terrorist
groups has increased, so has their
capability to inflict larger numbers of
casualties. The most lethal terrorist
groups are those able to kill more than 50
victims in a single year. During the threeyear period 2005 – 2007, only 15 such
groups were in operation, accounting for
28 percent of total terrorist incidents in
Africa, the Middle East and South Asia.
Despite significant counter-terrorism
operations by local governments,
assisted by global military and economic
resources, the number of highly-lethal
groups more than doubled, to 38, during
the 2012-2014 period62.

Chart 8: Persistent, More Capable Terrorist Groups61

Chart 7: Terrorist Incidents 2005-2007 and 2012-201456
13,873
13,873
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Enabled By Technology and Limited
International Mechanisms
Terrorism in Africa, the Middle East
and South Asia continues to increase,
with a larger number of persistent and
increasingly lethal terrorist groups
mounting more frequent attacks.
Technology appears to be working in

favor of terrorist operations, facilitating
the transfer of money, weapons and
information and making terrorist
organizations harder to combat.
Islamic State’s sophisticated recruiting
and propaganda operations are
well-known and appear effective in
attracting money and fighters63. In
addition to internet-enabled information
operations, terrorist groups have
exploited social media networks to
create an arms-trafficking market isolated
from international constraints on arms
trafficking.
Recent surveys of terrorist arms
trafficking in Libya and other states
confirm that weapons including anti-tank
and anti-aircraft missiles, small arms and
communications equipment are being
sold through easily-accessed social media
sites. Weapons include items originally
provided by the U.S. and other Western
governments to government forces
in Iraq, Afghanistan and other states.
These weapons can be made available
to a broad network of potential buyers
because of the e-commerce capabilities
and easy access procedures on public
social media networks64.
Enabled by Western information
technology and weapons, and relatively
unhindered by international arms
trafficking constraints, terrorist groups
are deepening the fault line between
order and chaos in Africa, Middle East
and South Asia.
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Growing Chaos: Increasing Terrorism,
More Persistent and Capable
Adversaries
From 2005 to 2014, nearly 65,000
terrorist attacks occurred worldwide,
killing over 143,000 people55. More than
91 percent of these attacks and fatalities
occurred in Africa, the Middle East and
South Asia, which remain the primary
focus of terrorism.
Despite substantial military, political and
economic measures by governments
to address terrorism, attacks in Africa,
Middle East and South Asia have
continued to increase.
Compared to the three year period
from 2005 – 2007, terrorist incidents in

longer periods of time, presenting a
more durable challenge to established
governments. During the three-year
period 2005 – 2007, 72 persistent
terrorist groups carried out attacks in
Africa, the Middle East and South Asia.
This number doubled to 144 persistent
groups in the three-year period 20122014, with the largest increase occurring
in sub-Saharan Africa.

Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia
increased by 375 percent in the three
years 2012-2014, with fatalities rising at
about the same rate57. The well-known
terrorist groups Islamic State, Al Qaida,
Boko Haram and Al Shabab account for
only about twenty percent of the total
incidents and fatalities during this period,
but these groups represent increasingly
capable and well-financed threats to
governments across the region.
Islamic State revenues from oil and other
sources have been estimated at greater
than $480M annually, supporting some
31,000 fighters58. Al-Shabab is estimated
to take in over $100M annually through
taxation, extortion and other methods59.
Boko Haram operates on lower cash
budgets by recruiting young men from
rural areas of Africa, but maintains a
fighting force estimated at 9,00060.
Organized efforts to weaken or destroy
these increasingly-capable groups do
not appear to have worked. In fact, as
the number of successful attacks has
grown, the number of persistent terrorist
groups operating in Africa, the Middle
East and South Asia appears to have
increased. “Persistent” terrorist groups
are those able to conduct and take credit
for more than one incident over multiple
years. Many terrorist acts are undertaken
by single individuals, or by groups that
conduct only a single incident and never
re-emerge. Persistent groups maintain
funding, infrastructure and forces over
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The States/Terrorist Fault Line:
Asymmetric Confrontation in Africa
and Middle East
High-profile terrorist attacks in Europe
attract global media attention, but the
focus of terrorist groups remains the
Middle East, Africa and South Asia. A
deep fault line continues to develop
between increasingly well-organized and
financed terrorist groups, and the poorlyarmed and ill-equipped governments
these groups are working to undermine.
As this fault line between states and
chaos deepens, the lack of local or global
institutions to address terrorist activity,
and the new tools provided by emerging
technology, indicate that terrorismrelated challenges appear likely to persist.
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Table 2: Multilateral Nuclear Treaty Ratification or Accession Status66
Treaty on the Prohibition of
the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons and Other WMD on
the Seabed and Ocean Floor
and in the Subsoil Thereof

Not ratified

Russia
France
United Kingdom
Israel

Not ratified

China

Not ratified

North Korea

Not ratified

Withdraw

India
Pakistan

must reduce their nuclear weapons,
and expressed concern regarding
development of “small tactical nuclear
weapons that could be at greater risk of
theft” 75. He called on both the United
States and Russia to lead the way as the
largest possessors of nuclear weapons.
But his remarks led to negative
responses from both countries. India’s
Foreign Affairs Spokesman characterized
the President’s comments as
demonstrating a “lack of understanding
of India’s defense posture” 76.
North Korea is also not a signatory to
these treaties and recently announced
successful testing of a solid-fuel rocket
engine77. The major response to
North Korea nuclear testing has been
international sanctions. In reaction to
recent tests, France imposed sanctions
on North Korea, as has China, which
banned imports of coal and iron ore,
major North Korean exports78.
In the interim, the United Nations
International Atomic Energy Agency
announced on April 8, 2016 that 100
countries would have to implement
more robust standards to protect
nuclear materials, in part to keep nuclear
weapons from terrorist groups79.
As the emerging nuclear powers (India,
Pakistan and North Korea) develop new
capabilities, the mature nuclear powers

including the U.S., Russia and China are
developing new nuclear warhead and
delivery technologies that appear likely
to further limit the practical value of
existing arms control mechanisms. The
U.S. has announced a 30-year program
to “modernize” its nuclear arsenal, but
the program includes five classes of
weapons and delivery vehicles seen as
shifting the U.S. arsenal toward smaller,
stealthier weapons that may prove
difficult to verify or manage through
arms control agreements80. Since the
New Start Treaty of 2010, both Russia
and China have moved to increase
the number of warheads deployed on
ballistic missiles81. China and the United
States are developing hypersonic glide
vehicles, potentially capable of attacking
nuclear weapon sites without using
nuclear warheads and blurring the line
between conventional and nuclear
weapons82.
The emerging nuclear fault line is
magnified by new nuclear powers
and by technologies that threaten the
usefulness of traditional arms control
and confidence-building measures.
Addressing the nuclear fault line may
require new forms of multi-state
diplomacy as well as technical restraint in
deploying advanced nuclear systems.
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Without the restrictions of the NonProliferation Treaty, both India and
Pakistan are looking to expand the
potential of their nuclear arsenals.
Pakistan’s Defense Secretary, Khawaja
Asif stated that nuclear weapons existed
as deterrents and would be used to
ensure national survival68. Pakistan’s
Foreign Secretary Aizaz Chaudhry
confirmed that Pakistan would use
low-yield nuclear bombs to forestall any
advance of Indian troops under New
Delhi’s “Cold Start” doctrine69. Pakistan’s
Prime Minister’s Advisor on Foreign
Affairs stated that the strategic and
conventional imbalance with India was
Pakistan’s topmost security concern and
rejected any call from the United States
to limit its nuclear weapons arsenal70.
Pakistan last year tested a Ghauri
Ballistic Missile with a range of 1,300
kilometers or 807 miles71.
For its part, India announced the
completion of the INS Arihant,
a submarine that will complete
development of a nuclear triad. Carrying
up to 12 short range K-15 missiles or
four K-4 ballistic missiles, the Arihant
provides India with a “second strike”
capability72. It has raised the potential
for an arms race among regional
naval powers such as China, Pakistan,
and North Korea73. A media report
indicated that India is also looking into
stockpiling enriched uranium fuel to
develop thermonuclear weapons and is
developing a site to do so74.
President Obama announced at the
Nuclear Security Summit in April
2016 that both Pakistan and India

United States

Treaty Banning Nuclear Tests
in the Atmosphere,Outer
Space,and Under Water
(Partial Test Ban)
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The major treaty between the two
countries, the India-Pakistan Non-Attack
Treaty, signed in 1988, forbids attacks
on nuclear electric generation stations
but contains no restrictions on nuclear
weapons67. Of special concern to many
nations is the fact that both India and
Pakistan are not signatories to the NonProliferation Treaty.

International
Convention on the
Suppression of Acts of
Nuclear Terrorism

Defense Posture Index

The Mature Nuclear Powers/
Emerging Nuclear Powers Fault Line:
Asymmetries among Nuclear States
The Cold War consensus on tight control
over nuclear weapons has frayed, as
the emerging powers adopt a more
opportunistic approach to development
and deployment of nuclear weapons.
The emerging nuclear powers are
operating outside the global treaty
framework for testing, proliferation,
arms reduction, crisis management and
fissile material controls. As a result, a
new global fault line has emerged, with
the more established nuclear powers
generally operating within established
international norms governing nuclear
weapons, and a group of emerging
nuclear powers operating outside this
framework. Proliferation, accidental
use or even theft of nuclear weapons
or fissile material may be increasingly
likely in the absence of revised and
more generally accepted international
principles for governing these dangerous
weapons. Proliferating cruise and stealth
technology, miniaturization and other
technical advancements are increasing
the capability of the emerging group,
while not constraining these states to
adopt treaty restrictions65.
The Cold War spawned a series of
multilateral nuclear treaties that explicitly
restricted the testing and proliferation
of nuclear weapons. These treaties
bound the actions of the major Cold War
nuclear powers, including the United
States, the then-Soviet Union, China, the
United Kingdom, and France. However,
the more recent members of the nuclear
club – India, Pakistan, and North Korea
– were not signatories to many of these
treaties, nor did they subsequently
accede to them once they developed
nuclear weapons (See Table 2).
Nuclear tensions between India and
Pakistan are currently largely resolved
on the basis of bilateral treaties that
explicitly do not restrict development,
testing, or building of nuclear weapons.

Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty

Global Defense Outlook

Non-Proliferation
Treaty
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250
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350

including government inspection of
networks and security measures. The
new law requires private companies to
assist the government with decrypting
information. Chinese law also mandates
that core information technology,
critical infrastructure and important
systems and data must be "secure
and controllable" to protect Chinese
sovereignty over its cyberspace.
China’s efforts to collaborate on cyber
defense include an agreement85 with
the U.S. on information-sharing related
to cyberattacks, as well as a program
of joint exercises to clarify cyberattack
response procedures by the U.S.
and Chinese governments. China
participates with Japan and South Korea
in a Trilateral Cyber Policy Consultation86
focusing on coordination of cyber
strategies and policies, discussion of
international norms and confidencebuilding measures in cyberspace, and
possible areas of trilateral cooperation.
India’s cybersecurity policy87 includes
commitments to protect critical
infrastructure, as well as to establish a
corps of 500,000 cyber professionals
by 2018. India’s bilateral cyber initiatives

include the U.S.-India Cyber Dialog88,
which met in August 2015 and discussed
cyber issues including cyber threats,
enhanced cybersecurity information
sharing, cyber incident management, and
norms of state behavior in cyberspace.
The dialog identified a variety of
opportunities for increased collaboration
on cybersecurity capacity-building.
South Korea is doubling the size of its
cyber command and is reported to have
increased spending on cyber-related
defense by 50 percent since 200989.
Canada has undertaken to develop
a joint U.S.-Canadian strategy for
strengthening the security and resilience
of the North American electricity grid
against the growing threat from cyberattacks and climate change impacts90.
Poland has established a new Ministry
of Digital Affairs to improve the overall
government approach to cyber and
related information issues, and to improve
the financing of required investments in
cyber capability91. France announced a
comprehensive cyber strategy in October
2015, focusing on training, international
cooperation and expanded investments
in cyber defense capabilities92.
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0
50
Similar Policy Approaches:
Security
At Home; Collaboration Abroad
Broadly similar cyber policy initiatives are
underway worldwide, as governments
take action to bolster domestic
information systems security while
engaging international partners for
intelligence sharing, improvements in

threat identification and protection of
critical infrastructure.
Japan’s emerging cyber strategy
recognizes the growing risk of
cyberattacks against infrastructure,
216
as well as attacks on military targets.
212
Because Japan’s Self-Defense
Forces
157
are integrated with the153
civil government,
144is based on a
Japanese cyber policy
140
“whole-of-government”
approach, and
is also closely coordinated with U.S.
cybersecurity efforts. Japan and the U.S.
made explicit commitments to expand
collaboration on cyberspace matters in
the 2015 revision to the Guidelines for
Japan-U.S. Defense Cooperation83.
China’s cyber policy combines internallyfocused measures to increase security
of computer systems and ensure
government access to key systems with
externally-focused measures to share
100
150
200
information
with international
partners.
84
Chinese law calls for strengthened
management over the internet and
tough measures against online attacks,
theft of secrets, and the spread of
illegal or harmful information. A new
cybersecurity law places additional
requirements on network operators,
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Focus investment on productivity
improvement rather than
“innovation”.
Defense ministries in the Balancer and
Economizer nations have launched
“innovation” initiatives to pursue
advanced technologies, but this
approach may not be well-aligned with
emerging global defense postures. The
U.S. Department of Defense announced
that it will pursue a technological “third
offset” (the first two were nuclear
weapons and precision guidance) to
“put the competitive advantage in the
hands of American power projection” 99.
Australia announced a similar initiative
to invest in strategic technologies with
“the potential to deliver game-changing
capabilities”100.
But moderating defense postures
and emerging fault lines suggest
that the “innovation” approach may
actually convey limited advantages and
divert resources from more valuable
investment opportunities. In an
environment of relatively flat budgets,
defense organizations might find more
value in productivity improvement and
human capital-related initiatives. For
example, personnel incentives to raise
the quality of recruits and improve
retention of skilled specialists have
emerged as key budget concerns for
nations including the United States101,
Japan102, and Germany103. If resources
are limited, marginal investment may well
prove to be more valuable when applied
to basic productivity enhancements like
recruiting and retention.
All five fault lines appear to indicate
that the marginal value of “innovative”

military technology is declining. In fact,
the technical capabilities of forces
confronting each other across all five
fault lines appear to be converging, as
precision guidance104, stealth, satellite
navigation, and nuclear warheads
are increasingly comparable. If the
convergence trend continues, then it may
be productivity, rather than novelty, that
conveys actual military advantages.
Recognize the limited potential for
defense export growth.
Along with national defense postures and
top-line budgets, procurement budgets
are moderating, especially among the
higher-income Balancer and Economizer
nations105. Defense companies and
governments are responding by
promoting exports, but a mismatch may
be growing between defense market
supply and demand, limiting the potential
for export growth. In 2014, the top ten
defense exporting nations accounted
for 88 percent of all international arms
exports, and 61 percent of global defense
procurement106. All ten have indicated
that they intend to continue growing
exports, and both Japan107 and India also
signal that they intend to export defense
equipment. But who will buy?
Realistic demand projections must take
into account the relatively small size
and limited growth potential of new
markets, and the reality of high barriers
to entry created by incumbent weapons
suppliers and their respective national
governments. For defense ministries,
the realities of the global export market
suggest caution when sizing or budgeting
acquisition programs if significant
volumes are assumed to come from
exports. Flat procurement markets at
home will not necessarily be eased by
finding new overseas markets for defense
equipment.
23
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Consider the potential contribution
of arms control and confidencebuilding measures.
Along all five of the emerging fault lines,
increasingly capable and fast-acting
military capabilities are interacting
in close proximity, in environments
characterized by weak or outdated
rules and procedures governing these
interactions. Top 50 defense budgets
provide substantial military resources,
but relatively less attention has been
paid to shaping the channels for regular
military-to-military and international
diplomatic communications to manage
conflict. The Asian and European fault
lines, where conventional military and
naval forces are being drawn into close
proximity, and the nuclear fault line,
present obvious opportunities for
expanded international dialog and formal
agreements. But there may be unrealized
opportunities for similar approaches
along the terrorism and cyber fault lines
as well, as illustrated in recent efforts in
Syria97 and between the United States
and China on cyber matters98. The
potential for negotiated agreements
to manage routine interactions, limit
escalation in crises, and contribute to

conflict resolution, appears increasingly
valuable as forces become more capable,
and increasingly workable as defense
postures moderate.
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The disproportionate vulnerability of
the Cyber Top Targets to economic
damage from cyberattacks is a product
of economic development, and may
decline over the long term as the other
global economies increase their reliance
on internet-based systems. In the near
term, the vulnerability gap indicates
that collaborative approaches may not
be adequate to deter attacks against
internet-based infrastructure. Cyber
defense policies that rely on quid pro
quo retaliation in cyberspace may work
for the less-advanced economies, but
the Top Targets are likely to require
other policy approaches. Threatening
disproportionate or unpredictable
retaliation for cyberattacks, including
responses outside cyberspace (for
example, trade measures or other
economic sanctions) may be essential
elements of a rational cyber policy for
the highly-vulnerable top targets.

Although national defense postures are
moderating worldwide, and the global
defense budget is projected to stay
relatively flat through 2020, emerging
fault lines appear to be increasing
risks of accidental conflict through
miscalculation, errors in judgment,
or unintended confrontation. This
challenging outlook for the global
defense environment invites national
policymakers and international
organizations to consider three broad
guidelines related to policy choices
about arms control measures, defense
technical innovation and industrial policy.

Defense Posture Index

Ten economies -- the “Cyber Ten” -appear to be most heavily dependent on
internet-based interactions: South Korea,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark,
Finland, Vietnam, UK, Sweden, Australia
and Germany. As a group, the Cyber
Ten are six times more vulnerable to
cyberattack than the ten least vulnerable
Top 50 countries. South Korea’s rapid
move toward ubiquitous wireless access
propelled it to the highest score for
cyber risk in 2014.

The wide gap in vulnerability between
the Cyber Ten and the other Top
50 economies may point toward an
emerging defense challenge. For
example, Libya (2014 Cyber Risk
Score 45) and Iran (42) appear far less
vulnerable to cyberattack than the
Cyber Ten, and therefore these or other
lower-vulnerability nations may choose
to initiate or sponsor cyberattacks with
relatively low risk. The lower-vulnerability
nations may be prepared to behave more
aggressively in cyberspace, because their
potential adversaries are much more
exposed to internet-based damage.
Industrial control systems (not included
in the Cyber Index) demonstrate how
the advanced economies present much
higher vulnerability than less-developed
Top 50 countries. Industrial control
systems include computers used to
manage building and factory automation,
commercial infrastructure and other key
economic resources. While industrial
control systems (ICS) are being widely
adopted95, the ten most ICS-dependent
countries present more than 40 times
more internet-exposed ICS than the
least-dependent countries per unit of
economic output (See Chart 10).

Implications for Defense
Policymakers: Managing Shocks
Along the Fault Lines
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Widening Gap in Cyber-Vulnerability:
The Global “Cyber Ten”
While policy approaches to cyber
security appear broadly similar, the
Top 50 are not equally vulnerable to
cyberattack. In fact, ten developed
European and Asian economies (the
“Cyber Ten”) appear disproportionately
vulnerable to attacks against information
systems, while other less-developed
states in the Middle East and Africa
(including Iran and Libya) appear much
less vulnerable. The widening cybervulnerability gap may create incentives
for the less-vulnerable countries to adopt
a more aggressive or risk-prone posture
in cyberspace.
Vulnerability to cyberattack can be
estimated and compared by examining
how extensively each economy relies
on internet-based interactions. Deloitte
compiled historical data from the World
Bank’s World Development Indicators93
to develop a Cyber Vulnerability Index
using each nation’s rate of mobile cell
subscribers, number of secure internet
servers, fixed broadband subscribers
and rate of internet use. While the
index does not include key aspects of
national vulnerability and risk, including
(for example) the level of security and
countermeasures in place, the number
of military and government systems
exposed to the internet, and many other
potentially useful variables, the Index
provides a straightforward, publiclyverifiable basis for rough comparison of
changing national vulnerability over time.
The Cyber Vulnerability Index assigns a
value of 100 to the 2009 global average
as the baseline for comparison (See
Chart 9).
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